1733-1735

1733 : The leading players at Drury
Lane, headed by Theophilus
Cibber - the son of Colley - have
been embroiled in a long running
battle with John Highmore, jointmanager of the Patent Theatre. The
management locked out the players
after they threatened not to perform
unless their grievances were met.
The actors then broke into the
theatre and forcibly ejected the
management. Finally, the actors
decamped and moved to the Little
Theatre in the Haymarket, where
they have started a season of plays
in opposition to Drury Lane.
Highmore is attempting to continue
running the Theatre Royal with
inferior actors he has recruited from
the provinces.

1733: The company playing in the
Haymarket is illegal, says John
Highmore.
They are presenting
plays - a privilege accorded only to
two London theatres - Drury Lane
and Covent Garden. In a test case
he has charged one of the
Haymarket actors with being a
“rogue and vagabond” under the
1572 Act of Parliament which bans
all performances except those under
the official patronage of a nobleman.
The actor concerned was acquitted,
and this has been seen as a triumph
for the main opponents of the Patent
System. The Lord Chamberlain is
said to be worried by the
implications of the judgement.

1734: As well as a new theatre in
Bury St Edmunds, the town of York
has acquired a permanent venue for
the performance of plays. What was
formerly the site of a tennis court in
York’s Minster Yard has now become the town’s theatre.
Meantime plans are being made for
the Jacobs Wells Theatre in Bristol
to close at the end of this season
and to be completely rebuilt as a
much larger venue.
It seems that Theatre is growing in
popularity all over the country.

1734: Charles Macklin, the brilliant but ill-tempered and temperamental actor, has been found
guilty of manslaughter after the death of Thomas Hallam in the Green Room at the Theatre
Royal, Drury Lane. Macklin and Hallam, a fellow actor, started a quarrel over a wig, which
both claimed and both wanted to wear. Macklin made a thrust at Hallam with the stick he was
carrying. The stick pierced Hallam’s eye and he died within 24 hours. Though charged with
murder, a jury found Macklin guilty of the lesser charge of manslaughter.
The punishment for manslaughter is branding on the hand with a hot iron. Sometimes, in
mitigating circumstances, the official executioner goes through the motions of branding with a
cold iron. This is expected to happen in this case.

1734: After fourteen years
of many successes ( and a
few spectacular failures)
Handel’s opera company,
the Royal Academy of
Music, has finally been
declared bankrupt.
The
chief blame is attributed to
the competition from
Porpora’s opera company at
Lincoln’s Inn Fields.
It
seems that London is not
big enough to support two
opera
companies.
Ironically, Handel’s control
of the King’s Theatre in the
Haymarket has now gone to
his opera rival, Porpora.

1733: Barton Booth, after showing some promise as a
schoolboy actor at Westminster School, played two seasons in
Dublin and then toured the English provinces, where he was
seen by Betterton. This led to a London engagement in 1700
with Betterton at Lincoln’s Inn Fields, and a steady career
seemingly grooming himself as Betterton’s successor. He
obtained a spectacular success in 1713 in Addison’s “Cato”,
and was embroiled in controversy when he demanded a share
in the Drury Lane management as his price for moving to that
theatre. He achieved his demands, but only after Thomas
Doggett resigned in protest. Over the next twenty years he
had become London’s favourite Hamlet and Othello. In the
latter role he developed a technique known as “Booth’s
attitudes”. Whenever his character was not actually speaking,
he would strike poses and make appropriate gestures whilst
“listening” to the speeches of the other performers. These
moments themselves would occasionally bring forth great
rounds of applause. He has died at the age of 52.

